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Ghost Donkey is the home of Mexican Hospitality in 
your city. It is a place that brings everyone together as 
equals - where young and old, local and visitor, novice 
and connoisseur alike are able to enjoy the good things 
in life. It is a vibrant place full of bright colors, smiling 
faces, familiar greetings, jovial conversations, and an 
abundance of treats to discover. Positive energy imbues 
every aspect of the bar experience, from the warm 
colors and energetic soundtrack to the friendly staff and 
unique flavors. Ghost Donkey at once acknowledges its 
Mexican heritage while embracing its new locale. 

LOCATIONS 

     4 Bleecker Street, New York, New York, USA
     Opened November 2016

     The Cosmopolitan, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
     Opened October 2018

     Commercial Bay, Auckland, New Zealand
     Opening September 2019

GHOST DONKEY
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UNIQUE POSITION 

• Fresh new concept by an award-winning cocktail team

• Contextually relevant concept centered around tequila and 
mezcal, the fastest-growing liquors that generate the most 
interest from consumers

• Yields a revenue per square foot that is well above the New York 
and national averages at $1250/sf

• The beverage and food program is designed to be operationally 
efficient and have a quicker output from the bar than average

• Its hi-lo notes make it versatile and adaptable to many different 
environments

• High energy, fun-loving environment garners attention and results 
in repeat visitors

REQUIREMENTS
• 1,000 - 3,000 sf

• Minimal kitchen equipment

• Direct street access preferred but can be flexible

• Basement or upper floor also considered

GHOST DONKEY
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A fun and delightful Mexican-inspired tequila and 
mezcal bar, Ghost Donkey’s menu takes inspiration 
from the ingredients and flavors of Mexico, 
packaging them in a finger food format that matches 
the fiesta feel of the space and the extensive tequila 
and mezcal offerings. The focus of the menu is Nacho’s 
Especiales, with our very own Ignacio “Nacho” 
Jimenez extending the same hospitality that Ignacio 
“Nacho” Anaya brought to the creation of the original 
nachos in 1943 in Mexico, adding a new legend to 
the lexicon of bar snacks.  

FOOD & BEVERAGE PROGRAM
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BEVERAGE PROGRAM

"The cocktails at 
this mezcal mecca 
in NYC are legit."
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EL BURRO FANTASMA
FOR TWO

The namesake cocktail, El Burro 
Fantasma (translation: Ghost Donkey) 
is a drink meant to be shared. Served 
in a ceramic donkey cup and topped 
with fresh flowers, it is a favorite 
for its taste and its picture-worthy 
appearance.

JARRITOS REFRESCOS
BOTTLED COCKTAIL

Innovative bartender Nacho Jiminez 
created a way to add tequila to this 
beloved Mexican soda and reseal 
it so it maintains its carbonated 
freshness. A cocktail that's just as 
easy to serve as it is to drink.

STEALTH MARGARITA
FROZEN DRINK

The frozen drink machine became 
a staple behind the bar with the 
debut of the Stealth Margarita. 
Quick and easy for bartenders to 
dole out, refreshing (and potent!) 
for guests to enjoy.

PROSECCO & PALETITAS
CREATIVE COMBINATION

We turned to the NYC Mexican 
culinary family for this concoction. A 
partnership with Mexican sweets shop 
La Newyorkina by chef Fany Gerson, 
prosecco and mini Mexican popsicles 
are a match made in cocktail heaven.

BEVERAGE PROGRAM 
Unique Offerings
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OVER 40 MEZCALS ON THE MENU

Ghost Donkey is proud to have one of the deepest mezcal offerings 
in New York City. As the fastest growing liquor in the country, mezcal 
has gotten a lot of attention lately, and more people are wanting to 
become experts on this uniquely Mexican spirit.

UNIQUE SERVICE

We serve our mezcals in the 
traditional style: mezcal in copitas 
with seasonal fruit, and curated 
salts, all on one wood board.

A WALL OF MEZCAL

We house all our mezcals on 
vintage shelving units, displaying 
the options as well as highlighting 
the diversity of offerings.

BEVERAGE PROGRAM 
Mezcal Service
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LOS
CÓCTELES

SANGRIA ROSIE
rose-infused cabeza tequila, li l let rose, kumquat and pink 

peppercorn shrub, sparkling rose
12

PROSECCO & PALETITAS
la newyorkina paletitas, prosecco

13

MEZCAL NEGRONI
fidencio unico, suze, cocchi americano, tamarind, plum

15

JARRITOS REFRESCOS
altos blanco and your choice of: grapefruit,

orange, fruit punch
14

STONE WALL
espolon reposado, montelobos mezcal,

pama pomegranate, habanero cider
14

HIGHLAND PICNIC
milagro reposado, montelobos mezcal, yuzu,

lime, agave, simple syrup
15

MUSHROOM MARGARITA
huitlacoche-infused del maguey vida mezcal,

combier triple sec, lime, lava salt
15

HIGHBALL
TRADICIONALES

EL DIABLO SWIZZLE
altos blanco, lejay crème de cassis, homemade ginger beer, lime

14

BATANGA
herradura plata, fernet-branca, mexican coca-cola

14

MEZCAL SUN-RISA
montelobos mezcal, tromba blanco, bitter orange, 

habanero, hibiscus
14

OTRA VEZ

BAD HOMBRE
vodka, cachaça, chipotle, pineapple, cinnamon

15

LA BUENA ONDA SWIZZLE
banhez mezcal, plantation rum, coconut, papaya

15

MASA
elote-infused mellow corn whiskey, oloroso, amaranth honey, 

amaranth popcorn
14

SALTED CARAMEL HORCHATA
tiger nut horchata, cajeta, el presidente brandy, cinnamon

14

FROZEN

STEALTH MARGARITA
cazadores blanco tequila, st. germain,

cucumber, lime, chili
15

BEVERAGE PROGRAM 
Sample Cocktail Menu
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OAXACA
01 AGAVE DE CORTES JOVEN ESPADIN .........................7
    santiago matatlan

02 AMARAS JOVEN ESPADIN ........................................8
    san juan del rio

03 BOZAL TOBASICHE ...................................................8
    san baltzar

04 BOZAL CUIXE ..........................................................8
    san baltazar

05 DEL MAGUEY "CHICHICAPA" MEZCAL ...................9
    san baltzar

06 DEL MAGUEY ESPADIN ESPECIAL .........................13
    sierra norte

07 DEL MAGUEY VIDA MEZCAL ESPADIN ...................6
    san luis del rio

08 DERRUMBES ENSAMBLE (ESPADIN, TOBALA) .......8
    valles centrales

09 EL JOLGORIO ESPADIN .........................................13
    rio golea

1O EL JOLGORIO MADRECUIXE .................................15
    rio seco

11 EL JOLGORIO TOBALA ..........................................15
    santiago matatlan

12 EL JOLGORIO TEPEZTATE ......................................15
    san baltazar guelavila

13 FIDENCIO CLASSICO ESPADIN ................................6
    santiago matatlan

14 FIDENCIO TIERRA BLANCA ESPADIN .......... ...........8
    santiago matatlan

15 ILEGAL MEZCAL JOVEN ESPADIN ........... ...............8
    tlacolula valley

16 ILEGAL MEZCAL ANEJO ESPADIN .........................13
    tlacolula valley

17 KOCH EL MEZCAL ESPADIN ....................................8
    san baltazar guelavila

18 KOCH EL MEZCAL OLLA ........................................12
    sol de vega

19 MONTELOBOS MEZCAL ESPADIN ...........................7
    santiago matatlan

20 MEZCAL VAGO MEXICANO ...................................12
    candelaria yegole

21 MEZCAL VAGO CUIXE ............................................12
    candelaria yegole

22 MEZCAL VAGO ENSAMBLE EN BARRO
   (ESPADIN, MEXICANO, ARROQUENO) ....................10
    sol de vega

23 NUESTRA SOLEDAD EJUTLA ESPADIN .......................9
    compania ejutla

24 NUESTRA SOLEDAD MIAHUATLAN ESPADI…...….....7
    el palmar, miahuatlan

25 NUESTRA SOLEDAD SAN BALTAZAR ESPADIN ..........7
    san baltazar guelavila

26 PIERDE ALMAS CONEJO .........................................20
    san luis del rio

27 PIERDE ALMAS ESPADIN .............. ............................9
    san luis del rio

28 REAL MINERO BARRIL ................... ........................15
    santa catarina minas

29 REAL MINERO ENSEMBLE (TRIPON,
   ESPADIN, LARGO) …………………......…....…...17
    santa catarina minas

30 REY CAMPERO MADRE CUISHE ................. .............10
    candelaria yegole, zoquitlan

31 REY CAMPERO MEXICANO .....................................10
    candelaria yegole, zoquitlan

32 REY CAMPERO TEPEXTATE ...................... ...............12
    candelaria yegole, zoquitlan

33 SIETE MISTERIO ESPADIN .........................................8
    sol de vega

34 SIETE MISTERIOS BARRIL .........................................9
    sol de vega

35 EL PELOTON DE LA MUERTE ................... ..................6
    tlacolula

36 MARCA NEGRA DOBADAAN ...................................13
    santa maria la pila, miahutlan

37 MARCA NEGRA ENSAMBLE (BICUISHE,
   ESPADIN, MADRECUISHE) ......................................13
    santa maria pila, miahuatlan

38 MEZCALOSFERA (TOBALA, CUIXE,
   MADRECUIXE) ….………......………....……........18
    miahuatlan

MEZCAL
INCLUDING SEASONAL FRUITS AND SALTS

PRICES ARE BASED ON 1 OZ.

MORE MEZCAL
INCLUDING SEASONAL FRUITS AND SALTS

TEQUILA
INCLUDING SEASONAL FRUITS AND SALTS

GUERRERO
39 AMARAS JOVEN CUPREATA ..................................8

40 BOZAL ANCESTRAL PAPALOTE ........... .................13

41 MEZCALES DE LEYENDA CUPREATA ........................9

PUEBLA
42 DEL MAGUEY SAN PABLO AMEYALTEPEC ..............11

MICHOACAN
43 DERRUMBES ESPADIN CHINO ALTO ........ .............11

LOWLANDS
1,2,3, ORGANIC PLATA ………...………..………..14

1,2,3, ORGANIC REPOSADO …….……...……...…15

CORZO REPOSADO .......................... .....................17

DON JULIO ANEJO ................................................18

RESERVA DE LA FAMILIA EXTRA ANEJO .............. ....35

HERRADURA BLANCO ......................... .... ..............13

HERRADURA REPOSADO .................. .....................16

HIGHLANDS
CABEZA TEQUILA ..................................................13

CAZADORES BLANCO .................................... ........13

CALLE 23 BLANCO ................................... .............13

CALLE 23 REPOSADO ................................... .........14

CORZO REPOSADO ...............................................17

EL TESORO PARADISO ANEJO ................................28

EL TESORO PLATINUM ...........................................15

ESPOLON REPOSADO ...................................... ......13

FORTALEZA BLANCO .................................... .........15

FORTALEZA REPOSADO .........................................16

FORTALEZA ANEJO ................................ ........ .......20

MILAGRO REPOSADO ..................... ........ .... ..........13

MILAGRO SBR ANEJO ......................... ..................17

TEQUILA OCHO LA LATILLA BLANCO ......... ..............17

TEQUILA OCHO EL REFUGIO ANEJO ............... ... ......20

OLMECA ALTOS BLANCO ........................................13

OLMECA ALTOS REPOSADO ...................... .............14

OLMECA ALTOS ANEJO ..........................................16

PATRON ROCA BLANCO ............................. ... ........18

PATRON ROCA REPOSADO .................... ..... ...........19

PATRON ROCA ANEJO ...........................................22

PARTIDA BLANCO .................................................16

PARTIDA REPOSADO .............................................17

SIETE LEGUAS BLANCO ..........................................14

SIETE LEGUAS REPOSADO ......................................15

TAPATIO BLANCO ........................................ .........13

TAPATIO REPOSADO .............................................14

TAPATIO ANEJO ....................................................15

TAMAULIPAS
CHINACO ANEJO .............................. ....................16

DURANGO
44 MEZCALES DE LEYENDA CENIZO .... .................. .....9

PECHUGA
45 DEL MAGUEY PECHUGA ............. .... ....................19
santa catarina minas

46 FIDENCIO PECHUGA ..................... .... ... ..............12
santiago matatlan

47 REAL MINERO PECHUGA .................. ..................19
santa catarina minas

48 PIERDE ALMAS CONEJO ................. ....................20
san luis del rio

PRICES ARE BASED ON 1 OZ.

BEVERAGE PROGRAM 
Sample Mezcal & Tequila Menu
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"This Mexico-inspired spot 
first made a splash with 
its whimsical, mezcal-

forward cocktails, but the 
bar’s sophisticated takes 

on the simplest of snacks - 
nachos - are fast becoming 

the sleeper hit." 

FOOD PROGRAM
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NACHOS RETHOUGHT

The menu focuses on nachos, turned 
on their heads. We use high quality 
ingredients - such as huitlacoche, 
black truffles, and carrot-chipotle chili 
- and unusual combinations to elevate 
the nacho to a new level.

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE

Nachos are a crowd favorite, and 
a bar food favorite. They are easily 
shareable, and nothing soaks up 
tequila and mezcal better than a chip 
covered in cheesy goodness. People 
stay for the nachos.

KITCHEN SOLUTION

Our nachos are a low-cost 
solution to bar food. They can be 
executed with minimal kitchen 
equipment and do not require 
highly skilled staff, resulting in 
more revenue per food order.

NIBBLES ON THE SIDE

We supplement our nacho menu 
with traditional but tweaked 
Mexican bar snacks, including 
guacamole and churros. The 
rounded out menu results in higher 
than average spend on food.

FOOD PROGRAM 
Unique Offerings
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NIBBLES

JICAMA, GREEN MANGO,
PINEAPPLE, CHILI SALT

9

CRAB, CORN, AND
BLACK BEAN SALAD

14

GUACAMOLE & CHIPS
11 

add spicy crab + 10

CINNAMON CHURROS
dulce de leche

8

GENUINE SUPERETTE BAJA TACOS
raw marinated tuna, border slaw, crispy corn shell

15

NACHOS ESPECIALS

WILD MUSHROOM NACHOS
huitlacoche, cotija, poblano salsa

15

TRUFFLE NACHOS
white cheddar, black truffles, chives

21

CARROT NACHOS
carrot-chipotle chili, cheddar and cotija cheese, 

mezcal pickled carrots
14

MOLE CHICKEN NACHOS
cheddar, red cabbage, jalapeño

14

ALLENDE BROWN ALE
brown ale, cervecería allende, mexico

9

ALLENDE IPA
IPA, cervecería allende, mexico

9

SPARKLING
bisol 'jeio' cuvee de rose nv, valdobbiadene, italy

15

SAUVIGNON BLANC
sauvignon blanc, gaspard 2015, touraine, france

13

CHARDONNAY
chardonnay, backstory 2015, napa, ca

14

ROSE
provencal blend, saint andre de figuiere, 2015, provence, france

12

PINOT NOIR
pinot noir, rickshaw 2014, sonoma, ca

13

RHONE BLEND
grenach, carignane, syrah, m. chapoutier 'bila-haut' 2015, 

cotes de roussillon, france
15

VICTORIA
lager, grupo modelo, mexico

8.75

BOHEMIA
pilsner, cervecería cuauhtémoc moctezuma, mexico

8

HOUSE MADE HOT SAUCES

CERVEZA

VINO

AJI DULCE
aromatic, sweet, sour, mild

HOLLAND
nuanced, full body, capsicum

CHILE DE ARBOL
roasted, smokey, rich, hot

SCOTCH BONNET
‘ORANGE SRIRACHA’
fresh, fragrant, fruity, spicy

FOOD PROGRAM 
Sample Menu
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMING 

POP-UPS

Ghost Donkey has brought its delicious cocktails and flavorful bites to cities 
across the country. From Tales of the Cocktail to Arizona Cocktail Weekend, 
we have set up shop to bring those in the know a taste of our concept. The 
well-received reputation of our offerings, combined with the hospitality of our 
traveling bartenders, has created a lot of excitement for our pop-up.

FESTIVE PARTIES

Guests looking to celebrate the Day of 
the Dead were in for a treat when they 
came to Ghost Donkey's party. With 
unlimited food and drink and costumes 
encouraged, it was one hell of a night.

PRIVATE EVENTS

Ghost Donkey has a steady stream of 
private event bookings, where we offer 
specials such as the nacho board - a 
seemingly endless sprawl of continuous 
nachos served on a wood platter.
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Queen of the Desert
as complex as wine and more versatile than tequila, 
mezcal is this spring’s essential cocktail ingredient.

Few liquors are as trendy as mezcal—and 
almost none are as misunderstood. If you 
haven’t sampled Mexico’s other agave spirit 
by now, you’ve probably been deterred by 
allegations of its smokiness (some call it the 
“scotch of tequila”). But mezcal isn’t limited 
to these campfire-y offerings—some varieties 
of it are herbaceous, while others are floral. 
The best way to understand its exceptional 
versatility? Try it in a cocktail.

While tequila can only be distilled from 
one varietal of agave, mezcal can come from 
any subspecies of the cactus-like desert plant. 
And there are literally hundreds, each with its 
own complexity and native terroir—much like 
a fine wine. In fact, mezcal even has its own 
version of sommeliers, called mezcaliers.

 “Mezcal is an interesting challenge for the 
palate,” says Evan Hosaka, a bartender at 
Rosina, in The Venetian hotel (Venetian 
.com). Situated on the Vegas Strip, the high-
end lounge is saturated with drinkers eager to 
take a risk . Hosaka exceeds their expectations 
with mezcal. “A great bartender knows how 
to integrate it into recipes that fall outside a 
guest’s standard order,” he says, “but not take 
them too far from their comfort zone.”

Hosaka’s approach is to use the spirit as an 
accenting feature rather than a base. To make 
his Banco de Mexico—a perennial crowd-

pleaser—he fills a copper mug to the brim 
with crushed ice before adding mezcal, aged 
tequila, and crème de cacao. Topped with 
mint sprigs and caked in powdered sugar, 
the cocktail is smooth and bracing—a riff on 
a julep that susses out the herbal and even 
chocolatey undertones of the agave at its core.

The secret to really enjoying mezcal is 
tailoring it to your taste buds, but DJ, producer, 
and mezcal aficionado Tom Bullock, who 
recently released the book The Mezcal 
Experience: A Field Guide to the World’s Best 
Mezcals and Agave Spirits, has a trick he 
considers foolproof. “I only ever use espadín,” 
he says. “It’s infinitely varied in flavor, more 
sustainable, and half the price of a wild 
variety like madre cuishé or tobalá, so it’s 
much more fun to splash about in.”

“Espadín is the most versatile mezcal,” adds 
Joe Valdovinos, beverage director at Salazar 
(SalazarLA.com) in Los Angeles. “It’s best in 
refreshing and fruity cocktails, but it can even 
take the place of gin or whiskey in a negroni 
or a Manhattan.” 

Our espadín of choice: Montelobos 
(translation: “mountain of wolves”). With its 
citrus zest, rosemary notes, and salty finish, 
it’s a perfect spring sipper. Or better yet, lose 
the tequila and use it in your next batch of 
margaritas. —BRad Japhe

O U T   a p r i l  2 01 8   2 1

The Stonewall

“The diversity of mezcal 
is still unknown to a lot 
of people,” says Nacho 
Jimenez, beverage director 
at New York’s Ghost Donkey 
(GhostDonkey.com). “You 
have mezcals that are 
extremely smoky, others that 
are so fruity and green that 
you won’t even know you’re 
drinking mezcal, and others 
that have a lactic quality. 
This creates an infinite array 
of flavors to play with.” 
Jimenez’s go-to mezcal 
cocktail, The Stonewall, 
brings the sweet and the heat. 
Drinking it, you won’t find any 
smoke. But you will find fire. 

.5 oz. Montelobos Mezcal
1.5 oz. Milagro Reposado 
Tequila
.5 oz. Pama Pomegranate 
Liqueur
5 oz. Habanero Apple Cider 

Combine the ingredients with 
ice in a shaker. Shake and 
strain into a martini glass. 
Garnish with an apple slice 
and pomegranate arils.

Drink this 
nOW

El Dragon de Oaxaca at Salazar

The Stonewall at Ghost Donkey

Comment

The Prosecco & Paletitas at Ghost Donkey.   
(Photo: Max Flatow)

(Photo: Melissa Hom)

HOLIDAYS

Your New Favorite Holiday Bar
Get your holiday hangover at one of these new bars, with seasonallyfitting offerings.

Published Nov 23, 2016 ShareThis

Metropolis Oyster Room & Cocktail Bar
31 Union Square W., at 16th St.; 2125332500
Fancy holiday nights out begin at the Metropolis oyster bar, tucked beneath the reopened Blue Water
Grill, sporting a throwback vibe with martini carts and food by Per Se alum Adam Raksin. Jazz nights set
the mood alongside themed drinks like a Tequila Toddy, featuring chamomileinfused tequila, a Holly’s
Day with cinnamon rum, and a tequilabased cranberry fruit smash for six to eight people, served up with
cranberries and fresh sliced apples.

Alamo Drafthouse
445 Albee Square West, 4th Fl., nr. DeKalb Ave., Downtown Brooklyn;
7185132547
Dinner and a movie get the mashup treatment at this Austin movietheater
import, and this December they'll be screening holidaythemed offerings
like Elf and Love Actually. Get there early to scope out the food and drinks,
like popcorn with truffle Parmesan butter, edamame hummus with wonton
chips, and fried pickles. Drink options include basic cocktails, but it’s
smarter to pick one of the 30plus New York State beers on tap or get a

boozy milkshake, like the Mexican Hot Chocolate, with tequila, vanilla ice cream, chocolate, and a kick
from habanero pepper.

Ghost Donkey
4 Bleecker St., nr. Bowery.; 2122540350 
No time for a vacation? Swing by AvroKO's new tequila, mescal and nacho bar instead. Burros abound —
even in the drinkware — and lights twinkle from the ceiling, transforming the Noho space into a blurry
night south of the border. Try the mushroom margarita, made with mescal infused with a mushroom
called huitlacoche, or a playful option like a brandyinfused salted caramel horchata or Prosecco &
Paletitas. Have one of the four nachos on the menu or treat yourself with an offthemenu truffle option.
You are on vacation, after all.

Delilah
155 Rivington St., nr. Clinton St.; 2127772520
The LES space that once housed Lady Gaga’s favorite dive has been
reincarnated as a sleek restaurant and lounge, with blue plushvelvet
banquettes, a back room with live DJs, and cocktails from a Mulberry
Project alum. Classic Palomas, Penicillins, and the like, plus original
cocktails like the vodka, St. Germain, and pomegranate Rivington on Fire

Comment
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Next-Level Nachos: Best
Revamped Versions
The classic cheeseandtortillachip combo has been transformed
at these Food Networkapproved restaurants across the country,
where enterprising chefs are heaping on the hot chicken, piling on
the poke and serving other surprising spins on this snack staple.

By: Natalie B. Compton
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GHOST DONKEY

The 9 Best Bars in NYC to Celebrate Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo isn’t Mexico’s Independence Day (September 16), nor is it National Margarita Day (February

22). Cinco de Mayo commemorates the Mexican army’s unlikely victory over the French in 1862, but if you

didn’t know that, don’t feel too bad. The important thing to know is come May 5, it’s time to break out the

 and let the �esta begin.

The beauty of  is, unlike most commercial holidays, you aren’t expected to spend the day

with your family. Instead, you’re expected to spend 24 straight hours gorging on Mexican cuisine and

washing it all down with , mezcal, , , —pretty much anything made

from agave, with maybe a few Tecates thrown in for good measure. And there’s no place better to

celebrate Cinco de Mayo (outside of Mexico, of course) than the ultimate party city: good ol’ New York. To

celebrate this year’s Cinco in proper fashion, we charted a map of the best festive Mexican bars and

restaurants in and around the Big Apple. From mezcalerias to cocktail lounges, here are the nine best

spots to celebrate Cinco in New York City.
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TELL YOUR FRIENDS 

L A U N C H  M A P

N Y C

GUIDE:

The NYC Bar Hit List: Where To Drink Right Now
By Bryan Kim, Katherine Lewin, and Hillary Reinsberg

P H OTO :  S H A N N O N  S T U RG I S

In order to help you figure out which new restaurants are worth going to, we created The Hit List,

our guide to recently-opened spots that are actually worth your time and money. We actually get

off our asses and scope out these places - just because a place is new, doesn’t mean it’s

necessarily good.

We’re now doing the same thing for bars. We’ve taken on the (very challenging) task of drinking

in many of New York’s newest spots for it. Frankly, some of them were empty, and some of them

smelled weird - but there were also quite a few we liked a lot, and which we think you should

consider checking out. From bars on a barge to bars where you have to serve the beer yourself,

check out the Bar Hit List below.
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MAP

Kind Regards
Lower East Side 
  152 Ludlow St

The new thing is to give your restaurant or bar a name that could have been the title of an 80’s

sitcom. Kind Regards would have been about a single father named Matthew Kind who

ghostwrites love letters but can’t seem to find himself a partner that all twelve of his children

approve of. Although it’s really just a bar in the former Cake Shop space. And, for an LES spot, it’s

surprisingly calm. Sort of like The Garret in the East Village. The space is long and narrow, and

there’s a little lounge-y area in the back where you can hang out on some couches. It’s a good

first date spot, although you should expect a crowd on weekends. It’s on the LES, so that’s

unavoidable.

MAP

Ghost Donkey
NOHO 
  4 Bleecker St

This Noho spot used to be a gin bar called Madam Geneva, but now it’s tequila/mezcal bar with

an objectively better name. It’s still a little one-room space, only now there are a bunch of red

Christmas lights hanging from the ceiling. The cocktails average out at about $14, and they do

some bar food like nachos and ceviche. Overall, we’d say this is a good place to start your night.

You won’t do any dancing here, but they do have a drink involving a Mexican ice pop. You’ll

probably order it.
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Jupiter Disco
Brooklyn / Bushwick 
  1237 Flushing Ave

Jupiter Disco is a theme bar in Bushwick. It was modeled on all those bars you see in science

fiction movies where the hero gets into a fight and everyone starts shooting everyone with lasers.

It’s dark inside with colorful, tube-shaped lights and a few TVs that play their cocktail list on a

loop. The bar itself is pretty small (basically just a bar and a few booths), but it also doesn’t feel as

cheesy as it should. If you live in the area and you’re a sci-fi enthusiast, this should be your Cheers.

SHOP NOW: T by Alexander Wang Bite High-Rise Denim Cutoff Shorts in Gray Aged, $200,
bloomingdales.com; Veda Jayne Leather Moto Jacket, $998, bloomingdales.com; Kate Spade Lucine
Floral Embroidered Booties, $358, bloomingdales.com; Argento Vivo Gold Heart Link Choker Necklace,
$38, bloomingdales.com; Dogeared Large Talisman Protection Charm Necklace, $78, bloomingdales.com. 

Where to Eat: Francophiles (and fans of fine dining) will fall deep in l'amour with Le Coucou (translation:

The Hello), where the fancy French fare has already captivated the tastebuds of countless boldface names.

138 Lafayette St, New York, NY 10013 

Where to Drink: Stroll over to The Blond, the absurdly chic bar located on the second floor of hip SoHo

hotel 11 Howard. Come dressed to impress, and arrive on the early side—once the clock strikes 10, a

virtually-impossible-to-get-on guest list is strictly enforced. 11 Howard Street, New York, NY 10013

Where to Party: Atop The James New York Hotel you'll find JIMMY, often dubbed the sexiest rooftop

lounge on the isle of Manhattan, thanks to its swanky '70s decor and panoramic views of the city. 15
Thompson St, New York, NY 10013

Where to After Party: If mezcal happens to be your libation of choice, head straight to Ghost Donkey in

NoHo. Prepare for sensory overload (in a good way): this Mexican-themed bar is decked out in OTT decor,

complete with magenta-tinged party lighting, donkey barware, and bejeweled burro figurines at every turn.

4 Bleecker St, New York, NY 10012

Where to After (After) Party: Catch last call at Mother's Ruin. While bespoke speciality cocktails are on

the menu, hungry club-goers and laid back locals stop by for a late-night gourmet grilled cheese—washed

down by the bar's signature Boozy Slushy. 18 Spring St, New York, NY 10013

Chinatown
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The Truffle Old Fashioned at Saxon and Parole.

A prime example of symbiosis between a bar and restaurant under one roof, Masa Urushido

of Saxon + Parole created a Truffle Old Fashioned from a byproduct of their signature dish,

mushroom mousse.

INGREDIENTS

2 ounces Chivas Regal 12 Year Scotch, fat-washed with truffle butter

⁄  ounce smoked portobello mushroom cordial (recipe below)1
4

2 dashes Scrappy's chocolate bitters

shaved black truffle, for garnish

DIRECTIONS

Stir ingredients and strain over hand carved ice into a rocks glass. Twist a piece of lemon

zest over the top and garnish with shaved black truffle.

To make smoked mushroom cordial:  

1. Dehydrate peelings and stems of portobello mushroom well.

2. Put the completely dehydrated (flavors concentrated) portobello mushroom in an air

tight container, use apple wood chip and smoke gun to smoke the mushroom. (Shake the

container to quickly and evenly smoke the mushroom for about 3 min)

(https://www.bevspot.com/partners/tales-of-the-
cocktail/?

utm_campaign=Tales%20of%20the%20Cocktail%20-
%20May%202017&utm_source=talesofthecocktail.com&utm_medium=display%20ad)
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"GOOD FOR: Kicking the night off right. 
House-made mixers adds a flavorful bespoke pop 
to cocktails, elevating them from mere after-
work drinks to start-of-a-big-night cocktails."

HOTTEST BARS IN NYC

THE COCKTAIL HEATMAP: 
WHERE TO DRINK RIGHT NOW

"This whimsical spot became an 
industry must the day it opened." 

"With a menu fueled by Mezcal, a 
massive selection of seriously decked 
 out chips and a thing for Donkeys, 
this drinking den is perfect."

THE NYC BAR HIT LIST: 
WHERE TO DRINK RIGHT NOW

NYC'S BEST FOR CREATIVE COCKTAILS

"No time for a vacation? Swing by AvroKO's 
tequila, mescal and nacho bar instead."

BEST SINGLE-FOCUSED 
BAR NOMINEE

"If you were looking for permission to make a 
night of it, consider access good and granted."

PRESS HIGHLIGHTS

BEST NEW BARS OF 2017 supercall

"Ideal For: Celebrating everyday 
with big flavours" 
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The AvroKO Group is an award-winning global collective of hospitality 
strategists, designers, owners and operators. 

We have established a new paradigm in the hospitality industry, 
bringing architecture, design, branding, operations and culinary 
development together into one integrated offering. 

AvroKO Hospitality Group (AHG) is comprised of the owners, 
operators and designers of award-winning restaurants and bars; 
Saxon + Parole (New York City, Moscow and soon Auckland), Ghost 
Donkey, and GENUINE Liquorette.

AHG has established itself as a global leader in hospitality through 
a seamless integration of its areas of expertise, including: strategy, 
concept, design, operations, and world-class food and beverage 
development.

AHG has also garnered some of the industry's most coveted 
accolades, including a Michelin star, for nine consecutive years, two 
James Beard Awards, two 'Best Bar' wins at Tales of the Cocktail and 
a 'Best Bar in America' win from Esquire, amongst many others.

SAXON + PAROLE

GHOST DONKEY

LIQUORETTE

THE AVROKO GROUP



CONTACT : MARION EMMANUELLE
AVROKO HOSPITALITY GROUP

224 Centre Street, 3rd FL
New York City, NY 10013
P: +1.212.343.7024 | E: marion@avroko.com

THANK YOU


